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Throughout this paper R will denote an associative algebra over a commutative 
rmg @ with 1 (Q-ring). Given a set d of polynomials m the mdetermmate t
with coefficients m the ground ring a’, the algebra R is said to be &-algebraic 
extension of the subalgebra A, or 8-algebrazc over tke subalgebra A, d for each 
x E R there exists g, E G (depending on X) such that g.(x) E A [6] Various 
authors related the structure of the algebra R to its subalgebra A for appropriate 
choices of the algebra A, the ground ring, and the type of polynomials occurring 
m 8, or better, m the relations g$(x) E A (see [l-8, 10, 11, 13-151). 
The &-algebraic extensions R that we study here are for an arbitrary sub- 
algebra A. The ground rmg @ will be sharing with the rmg H of integers the 
property (H)’ that any @-integral domam R, which is 8,.-algebraic over the 
center 2 of R, must be commutative. Here &‘r is the set of polynomials of the 
form tr - tr+l . p(t), where p(t) E @[tl, and where Y > 1 is a fixed integer 
The set CR will be itself of the form d = 8, for a fixed mteger k. Polynomials of 
the type tn - tn+l . p(t) have been studied with respect to commutativrty of 
rings by various authors [6-S, 11, 14, 151. In the fixed case n = K they were 
used to get characterizations of semisimple rmgs R all of whose primitive 
images are fields or matrix rmgs of bounded rank over algebraically prime fields 
[I]. They arise naturally m the context of algebraic algebras over fields @, 
where the mlpotent elements have bounded mdex [4, 14]. 
We shall call the &,-algebraic extensions R of the subalgebra A, algebraic 
extensions of index k, or k-algebrazc extenszons, of the subalgebra A. Of the mter- 
relationship between the algebras R and A we present here three related facts. 
One will be the contraction of the prrme ideals of R to A. One other will be 
the expansion of the possible polynomial identities of the algebra A to R. 
The last will investigate the centrahzer T of A m R, and a related commutatrvity 
assumption (C) on R, evidently true If A is commutative, where for each pan 
a and b m R there exist g, h E cYk (depending on a and b) such that g(a) and k(b) 
will commute. All these facts are certainly not new for @ = H, and either 
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A = 2 or K = 1 [2-4, 81. Thus our contribution m this paper IS to carry over 
these previous studies to the general context of .&algebraic extensions over 
arbitrary subalgebras A, with a ground ring @ satrsfying property (H)‘. The 
finitely generated ground rings di will have this property. 
We shall use once and for all the followmg notations. We denote by 2 = Z(R) 
the center of the algebra R. The Jacobson radical of I( IS written J = J(R) 
The centralizer in R of a subset X is written C,(X)(=(a E R 1 ax = xcz, all 
x E X)). We denote by [a, b] the commutator of the pair a and 6, and by [a, , 
a2 ,- -, %I = 22%) (- w)%l a,8 , (2) assuming all permutations on I, .., S, 
the higher standard commutator on the sequence a, , a2 ,. ., a, in R. We denote 
by T = C,(A) the centralizer of the subalgebra A in R, and by p, = p,(t), 
a polynomral over @ such that ak - uk+l . p,(a) E A (while g, = g,(t) wrll be 
generally such that g,(t) = t” - t”+l p,(t)). Finally 8, = &r(a), P >, I, 
denotes the set of all polynomrals tr - trfl p(t), p(t) ranging over @Et] 
1. OPENING REMARKS AND PROPERTIES 
This section is intended to a brief drscussron of the cited assumption (PI)’ 
and to some scattered properties of T (or a larger set) that will be used repeatedly. 
Consider the followmg assumption on @ 
ASSUMPTION (H) (H after I N Herstem). The commutatzue ring di wzth I 
will veYifv (H) if, and only zf, for any integer Y >, 1, and any @-dzvision ring 
R, zf (~)a~ - arfl ~a(4 E Z d a E R @a , a polynomzal dependzng on a with 
coej%ients in @), then R = 2. 
Herstem proved, m the early 1950’s, that the rmg Z, at least, verifies (W) 
[8, Theorem 21 (r can even be a function of 0). On the other hand, if R is any 
divisron algebra, m which, ur - ar+r . p,(a) E Z(R), where the polynomrals p,(t) 
take their coefficrents m a finitely generated subring @, of the ground ring (D (or 
a more general condmon) then by a result of Faith followmg shortly Herstem’s 
theorem, R = 2 necessarily (see 16, Theorem 7; Conclusion p. 521). In 
particular all JiniteZy generated ground rmgs @ will verify assumption (H). 
we pass from assumption (H) to the cited assumptron (H)’ by relaxrng the 
algebra R from divrsion algebra to integral domain (all things equal) thus 
strengthtemng the assumptron. In [4, Lemma 6] it was proved that any mtegrat 
domain R, in which, ar - ar+l * p,(a) E 2, where p,(t) IS a polynomial with 
integer coefficients, must be commutative. Thus Z satisfies assumption (H)‘. 
An adaptation of the valuation argument used for thts result will carry over 
Faith’s result from divrsion algebras to @-mtegral domains over arbitrary 
rings @. In particular all finitely generated rmgs @ will verrfy assumption (I%>‘. 
In view of these examples of rings Qi satisfying (H)‘, it is useful to work m the 
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framework of D-rings R (rather than (Z-rings), where the ground ring @ is an 
arbitrary ground ring @ and when necessary to require (H) or (H)’ from CD. 
We give now general facts about K-algebraic extensions R. A starting observa- 
tron is that the centralizer T of A m R, where, once and for all, A is a subalgebra 
of R such that R is K-algebraic over A, IS contained in the set %fi = j/t;,(R). 
Here. XT , Y 3 1, is the followmg set. 
DEFINITIONS Let p?(R), Y 2 1 a fixed znteger, be the set of all elements a of R, 
for which, given any x E R there exacts g = g&t) E rZV( =tr - tr+l . @‘[t]) wzth 
[a, g(x)] = 0. Let 8 = S(R) = ul~IS~(R). 
PROPERTY 1 Zr zs preswved by the quasi-znner automorphisms of R. For 
each pazr a, b E ST, and x E R, there zs g = ga,b,m E 8+ such that [a, g(x)] = 
Lb, &)I = 0. 
Proof. Let ZJ be a quasi-regular element of R with quasr-inverse U’(U + d + 
zczl’ = u + u’ + uu’ = 0). The quasi-inner automorphism induced by u, 
x w (1 + 24)x(1 + u)-l (=(l + u)x(l + 24’) = x + ux + x24’ + ux(u’) is evi- 
dently a @-automorphism Thus for any polynomial g, (1 + u) g(x) (1 + u)-l = 
g((1 + u)x(l + u)-l). From this (1 + zc) Y?(l + u)-r = XT . 
Let a, b E %r , and let x E R Since a E Z7 , there is g = g,,,(t) E 8,. such that 
[a, g(x)] = 0. Since b E %r , for y = g(x) E R, there 1s g(l) = gb,y E 6,. such that 
[b, go)(y)] = 0. Now [a,g(x)] = 0 gives [a,g(l)(g(x)] = 0 and we had [b, 
gu)(g(x)] = 0. If then ga,B,m = g”)(g(t)) E&‘&~ C 6?+, we get the desired 
polynomial. 
PROPERTY 2 Z? zs a subalgebra of R preserved under quasa-znner automorphisms 
and contaming T. 
Proof. Evidently T C 2. Let a, b E T. The argument used in (the second 
paragraph of the proof of) Property 1 shows that rf a, b E %?, then a & b and 
ab E z%‘$ . Also it is evident that 2r C H,,, , all r’ >, 1. From this &$ * ST, 
and #? + X$ , are both contained in Xc,+ , and &? must be a subalgebra. 
Since, by Proposition 1, each #? is preserved by all quasi-inner automorphisms, 
so will be 2 = (JT>lZT The property is proved 
Perhaps the least enlargement of T, both closed under quasi-inner auto- 
morphrsms, and a subalgebra of R, would be %$ = (Jrs+‘Z&. At any rate, 
the enlargement 2 we will be working with ~111 be kind enough to lend the 
crucial properties of T studied m time. We proceed to 
PROPERTY 3 Let R be a dj-divzszon rzng, where @ is wzth assumptaon (H). 
Then S = X(R) is commutatzve. 
Proof. Let a, b ~2 Let R,, be the @-divrsron subring, or subalgebra, 
generated by a and 6, and let x E R, There 1s r depending on a and b such that 
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a, b E ti, By Property 1 we can find g = g@,& E b,? such that [a, g(x)] = 
[b, g(x)] = 0. Thus g(x) E 2, = 2(&J. I n o th er words R, 1s G-algebraic over 
its center. By (H), R, 1s commutatrve, that is ab = ba With this the property 
IS proved. 
A trivial adaptation of Property 3 for @-integral domams gives the first 
part of the 
COROLLARY 1 Let R be @-rang, where @ zs with (R)‘. If SF has no divzsors 
of zero on R, then &? is commutative. The same conch&on holds zf H has no 
nilpotent elements and if R is a prime @-rang 
Proof (of the second part). Since X is preserved under quasi-mner auto- 
morphisms and has no nilpotent elements we can quote [2, Lemma 5] to get 
that &? has no drvisors of zero on R, so the conclusion will certainly hold. 
PROPERTY 4. If a E 8 zs a square zero element then a generates a right ideal, 
which zs r-algebraic over (o), some Y 3 1. 
Proof. Let a E XT , and let u = a(x + n) m the right ideal generated by 
a (m 3 0). There 1s g, = tr - tr+l . p(t) such that [a, g&u)] = 0 Since aa = 0, 
au = 0 follows whence [a g,(zc)] = 0, and [a, g,(u)] = 0 reduces to gU(u)a = 0 
From this g,(u)a(x + n) = g,(u)u = 0 Now g&t = tr+l - tr” * p(t) E B,,, , 
all u belonging the consrdered right ideal (a) Wrth this the property is proved, 
It seems to be a good occasion to discuss briefly @-rings R having some 
r-algebraic right ideals over (0) For the purpose of this study an algebra R, 
whrch is r-algebrarc over (0), will be called r-algebraic, and algebraic, if each 
element x is r-algebraic, some Y = Y(X), that is, xr = x~-~~~(cJz), some p,(t). 
The pertinent property about r-algebraic elements 1s that the equation XT = 
xf-+1 p(x) = x2~pps) = xr * p’(x) xT will provrde the followmg immedrate 
mformation. Either x is nilpotent with index not exceeding Y, or e = xr p”(x) # 
is an idempotent. We proceed to 
PROPERTY 5 If the prime algebra R has a noR,zefo r-algebraic right ideal 
then R has nonxeYo socle, where the grozmd ring Sp satisjies (Ii). 
Proof. First suppose that R 1s a primitive r-algebraic algebra By the density 
theorem for G-rings there 1s a @-division ring D, such that either R = DR6 
the n x n matrices over D, or for each n 3 I, there is a @-subring U, of R 
such that U, maps onto D, . Now U, 1s again r-algebraic Thus D, is r-algebraic, 
where 72, index of mlpotence of some mlpotent of D, , must be at most P. Tms 
shows that A = D, necessarrly with n, < 7. Also the division algebra D is 
evidently r-algebraic. In view of (II), D is certainly a field. Therefore R satisfies 
the standard rdentrty of degree 2~. 
Next suppose that R is a semisimple r-algebrarc algebra. Since R 1s a subdirect 
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product of primrtrve Images of R, R will satisfy itself the standard Identity 
(PI rings). 
Next suppose that R IS a prime r-algebraic algebra. Let J = J[R). For each 
x E R we have xr = ~r+l . p(x) so, xT = 0. Now rf J f 0, then by a well-known 
result of Levitskr R would contain a mlpotent Ideal, contrary to the pruneness 
of R. This shows that J = 0 necessarrly. Therefore R IS PI. By a well-known 
theorem, R is an order m D, , where D is a @-divrsion rmg. However, R IS 
algebrarc Thus R = D, , whence R has a socle 
We go back to the given rmg R. Let f # 0 be an algebrarc right ideal of 
index Y If lr has no rdempotents e f 0, then xT = 0, all x ~1, and by Levitski’s 
result agam, R contams a mlpotent ideal, a contradiction. Let then e # 0 be an 
idempotent m I. Certainly eRe C le C f is r-algebraic. Smce R is prime, so 
must be eRe. By the property above, eRe has a socle. But then R has a socle. 
This proves the property. 
2 PRIMITIVE ALGEBRAS 
In thus section we let R be a prrmrtrve algebra Our task is twofold First we 
wish to get that A is itself prirmtrve except, of course, when we have no control 
on the srtuatron where A can be replaced by (0) Next we wrsh to get m as much 
as possible that the centralizer 7’ of A IS precisely the center 2 of 22. Let us 
first dispose of the case where R IS a divrsron algebra 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a ~v~on a~eb~a h-a~eb~aic mm A # 0. Then A a itil = 
(a(a * 1)-l 1 01 E @, olR # 0, a E A) zs a dzvision s&algebra 
Proof Let a E A, a # o Smce a-l 1s k-algebrarc over A, we get a-k - 4 
a-k-l -*. - ol,&-n E A. If all the as’s are zero operators on R, then & E A, 
whence a-1 = ak-l * a-k E A. If not we may assume that ol,R # 0 Then 
a% * 1 is a central Invertible element of D. Multiplying the relation above by 
a*+*--l yields &,a-1 E A, whence a-l E A * Q-1. Smce A was a subalgebra, we 
get that A * @-l IS a drvrsron subalgebra. 
Followmg a variant on the pattern of the proof of Faith’s [6, Theorem 11 
let us now show the 
PROPOSITION 1. If R is a divzsion algebra with Qqsatisfying (H), whzch is 
K-algebraic over a suba~eb~a A with A@-= + R, then:R llzzlst be co~~~ta~ive. 
ProoJ By Property 3, 2 is a commutatrve subalgebra (m fact a division 
subalgebra) of R, which IS preserved by the inner automorphrsms. By the well- 
known Cartan-Brauer-Hua theorem, 2 _C 2 follows. Now any x E A + Q-l = B 
must be m Y& C Z. fn fact for each a E R, xaxl IS k-algebraic over A C B 
Let g, = g,,, E 6, be such that g,(xax-I) E B. Agam yr = (1 + x)gr(xa&) 
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(1 + x)-l 1s k-algebraic over B. Let g2 E 8, be such that gz( yJ E B. From 
g,(xax-l) E B follows g,(g,(xax-l)) E 3, that is, xg,(gr(a))x-r = gs(gr(xax”)) E B. 
Also 11 + x>gdg&N (1 + xl-’ = g&l + +d?N + 4-“) = g,fy,) E B. If 
g = gE,a = gl(gz(t) E dkZ we get, by the use of the usual Brauer’s conjugate 
argument (apphed to the division subalgebra B, the element g(a) E B and the 
element x 6 B with xg(u)x-l and (1 + x)g(a) (1 + x)-l E B) that [x, g(u)] = 0 
necessarily Thus x E &$ as wished. It follows that x E 2. Since x was arbrtrary 
chosen not m the additive subgroup B # R, by a routine argument, R = Z 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 2. If the full matrix rzng R - D, wath D a diviszon algebra is 
k-algebraic over A, but n > k and R # A @-I, then D must be a field anal 
R = A 2, the subalgebra generated by A and Z 
Proof. Here B = A * CD-I = (a(al)-l / a E A, oil # O> IS evidently sub- 
algebra of R. Smce R # A . CD-l, not all idempotents of R are contained m 
B = A CD-~. Since each idempotent 1s a sum of mmimal ones, there must be 
a minimal rdempotent e $ B. Now the drvrsion subalgebra A = eRe 1s k-algebrarc 
over A n B. If (A n B) * Q-l contains e, then certainly B = B@-1 would 
contam e This shows that (rl n B) * Q--l # A By Propositron 1, A must be a 
field. Thus D m A is a field. 
Next let Br be the subalgebrarc A 2. Smce B, contams by constructron Z, 
it has fimte dimension over 2. Also R 1s again k-algebrarc over B, . Amongst all 
such subalgebras choose one contained in B, of least possrble drmensron over 2 
Let B, be such a subalgebra. For any x E R, x quasi-regular, U = B, n x.&r1 
has dimension over 2 at most dim B, and contains 2. By the choice of B, , 
B, = U (of course, R is k-algebraic over U). Thus l3, is closed under quasi- 
inner automorphrsms Suppose that B, has no mlpotent elements. Given x E R, 
with s nilpotent, we have xk - xk+l . p(z) E B, . Since xk - xk+l . p(x) 1s a 
mlpotent element in B, , xk = xk+l . p(x) follows. Then xk = 0, all x mlpotents, 
which contradicts the fact that R = D, with n > k. This shows that B, must 
contam a square zero element u. Since the algebra R = F, 1s a central simple 
algebra over F, any square-zero element, which is of degree 2 over Z, is conjugate 
of u. From this the unit square zero element es,i f-j 1s contamed in B, By 
a routme argument B, = R follows Therefore A 2 = B, = R. The pro- 
posmon IS proved. 
Observe that If 2 # GF(2), we could get by more briefly Our argument was 
JUSt servmg the purpose to circumvent the case GF(2) We proceed to 
PROPOSITION 3 If R = D, is k-algebraic over A, then ezther A is a. przme 
algebra with centralizer T precisely the center of R in fact R G A * 2 OY 72 < k 
and D must be an algebraac field. 
Proof. If n = 1, then by Proposrtion 1, either R = D = (A n D)@-” or 
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else R is commutative. In both cases A is prime with centralizer T = 2 If 
n > k, we know that if R # A * @‘-I, then necessarrly R = A Z 1 A . @-I 
(Proposition 2) In either case R = A 2 forces A to be prime with centralizer 
T = C,(A) = C,(A 2) = 2. 
Suppose that A fails to satisfy the latter property. In particular 1 < n < k, 
and R # A * @-I. By Proposition 2, D must be a field. If this is the field GF(2) 
there is nothing to prove Suppose that D # GF(2) The subalgebra % 2 Z(R) = 
D is preserved under quasi-inner automorphisms (Property 1). By a well-known 
theorem of Herstem, either # _C 2 or R = A?. In the former case T = C,(A) C 
z gives T = C,(A 2) = 2 By the double centralizer theorem, R = A * 2 
necessarily. This shows that R = # necessarily. Let a $2, a E A$. There 
must be an rdempotent e with [a, e] # 0 Let X E 2. Choose g = gAe(t) such 
that [a, g,,(he)] = 0, g E gr. We have g^,(he) = (he)r - (Ae)r+l * p(Xe) = 
(hr - Ar+l p(A))e. Then (hr - hr+l *p(h)) [a, e] = [a, XT - Ar+l p(A)e] = 
[a, g,,(he)J = 0 Smce [a, e] # 0, but XT - Xr+l -p(h) E 2, hr = h’+l * p(h) 
necessarily, all A E 2, and 2 must be algebraic over @. Thus D = Z is algebraic 
over @. The proposition IS proved. The following lemma IS trivial. 
LEMMA 2 Suppose that R is a ring of linear transformations over a vector 
space V = VD over an algebra D, whzch as a dzvision algebra Let A be a multi- 
plicatzvely closed subset of R with the property that for any pair v and w in V 
which are independent, then vu = w, some a E A. If dim V > 1, then A acts 
zrreduczbly on V. 
We can now show a key theorem 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a primatzve algebra over a commutatzve ring @ (wzth 1) 
wzth property (H) If R is k-algebrazc over A then one of the following propertzes 
hold 
(i) A zs przmitive wzth centralizer T the center Z of R. 
(ii) R is a dzviszon algebra, and T = Z. 
(1x1) R = D, wzth n < k, D an algebrazc$eld. 
Proof. By the density theorem R acts denseIy over a vector space V over a 
division algebra D. If n = dim v < k, then R = D, , and the theorem follows 
from Proposition 3. Suppose that n = dim V > k We show now that A must 
be primitive and T = Z. We separate these two assertions. 
(I) To show that A IS primitive. In view of Lemma 2 it suffices to show 
that if v and w are a pan of mdependent vectors there exists a E A such that 
vu = w. Smce dim V > k, there is an Independent sequence v,, , vr ,. , uk 
with v0 = v and vuk = w By the density action of R we can find a E R mapping 
vs onto a,,, , i = 0, I, 2 ,..., k - 1, vK = w onto 0. Then valC = v,,aP = vkdI 
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a = vh = w and va”+l = wa = 0 Now let g = t7b - t”+i p(t) such that 
b = g(a) E A. We have vb = vaiZ - vah+l . p(a) = w - wa d+l *p(a) = w, 
with 6 F A. Thus A acts irreducibly on V. Therefore A is m fact a primitive ring 
(II) To show that T = 2. If the space V 1s finite drmensional, then 
n = dim V > R gives R = D, with n > k By Proposmon 2, R = A Z, so, 
T = C,(A) = C&l . 2) = 2. It remains to get this conclusron m the mfimte- 
dimensional case. Let zt be any vector of V. We show first that v and vb must be 
dependent or else ab” = 0, where b E &‘. In fact, suppose that b E Xr . If v 
and vb are not dependent by completmg this with an appropriate Independent 
sequence, we can find a E R such that var = vb and var+t = vba = 0. Let 
p(t) be such that [b, ar - ar+l . p(u)] = 0. We have v(ar - a7’+l p(a))b = 
v&b - varfl p(a)b = vbb - 0 + p(a)b = vbz, and vb(ar - ar+l p(a)) = 
vaF(aT - d”-l . p(a) = var+l p(l)(a) = 0. Thus vb2 = 0 as wished. 
Nest we show that if b E SF IS not m 2, b2 = 0 necessarily. By the contra- 
positive of [2, Lemma 31 if b $ Z there must be o0 such that v0 and v,b are not 
dependent By the preceding wob2 = 0. On the other hand, for any vector r.j rf v 
and vb are dependent then certainly v and vb2 are dependent, while of v and 
vb are Independent, since vb2 = 0, v and vbz are dependent. By the same cited 
result, b2 E 2. In view of the equation v,,b” = 0, we get b2 = 0 necessarily, 
Suppose that %’ $2. Let b E 8, b $2 If 2 + 0, then for some x E 2, 
z # 0, b + z E 2, and b + x # Z. Thus (b + 2)” = bZ = 0, that is, 
2bz + 9 = 0, so, 2bz E 2, and since z # 0, x2 # 0, whence 2bx Tf 0. From 
this bz E Z, which forces b E: Z, a contradrction. We must conclude that Z = 0. 
If then we could prove that %’ = 0, m view of the relation X? g 2 we would 
get a contradictron, and we would be forced to conclude % = Z, whence 
T = Z At this stage b2 = 0, all b E ~9’. Let a # 0 m #. For any square-zero 
element zl of R, (1 + u)a(l - u) E 8. Then a - (1 + u)a( 1 - u) s .%?, that IS, 
(au - ua + uau) E 2, so, (au - ua + uau)2 = 0 Using the relation u2 = 0 
we get (ua)” - (ua)% + (a@ - (ua)“u = 0 Multrplrcation on the right by u 
gives (Ua>% = 0. It follows that (ua)” = 0. Replacmg u by uxu, x E R, ~111 give 
(Uxua)s = 0, so, (UaUx)* = 0, all x E R From this uau = 0, all square-zero 
elements of R. We will now play off this property and Property 4 telling us that 
aR is r-algebraic some Y, to get a = 0. In fact let x, y E R wrth xy = 0. Let 
21 = yvx, v E R Then u2 = 0, so uau = 0. Then (au)” = (ayvx)” = 0, so, 
(xayv)3 = 0, all v E R, whence xay = 0 Let e = e2 # 0 m aR. We have 
e = av, some z, From e(1 - e)v = 0 we should get ea(l - e)v = 0, that 1s 
eau = eaeo = easv = 0 Then e = es = avav = eav = 0, a contradiction. 
This shows that a = 0 necessarily, and the theorem is now completely proved 
Rem& 1 As an alternate proof of Theorem 1 we present the followmg 
Parts (I) and (II) up to the last paragraph remam unchanged. We have then a 
pnmitrve algebra R with zero center and we are given that a” = 0, all a E X. 
To get the conslusion G’& = 0 proceed as follows. By Properties 4 and 5, R must 
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have a socle I of zero center. Let S be the set of square zero elements m I. By 
Herstem’s theorem, S generates (as a subalgebra) I. If then .Z n 1 = 0, since 
for each u E S and a E Z, [a, U] (1 + ~)-l = [a, U] (1 - U) = a - (1 + U) 
a(1 + ~)-r E Z n I = 0, we get [a, U] = 0, all u E S. From this a centrahzes I
placing a m 2 = 0, and Z = 0 follows If on the other hand # n 11s not (0), 
since this is a subalgebra of I preserved under quasi-mner automorphrsms, and 
since Z(1) = 0, X n I = 1, then I c Z From a2 = 0 all a E 2, follows 
x2 = 0 all x E I. Since 11s an ideal of R, this gives a contradrction m view of the 
primeness of R. We proceed to 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a semisimple algebra over a ground rzng @ wzth 
property (H). If R zs k-algebraic over A, then for each a E T = C,(A), a satisjies 
the property [[a, 4, +. , ., xZk] = 0, allx,ER. 
Proof. Smce R 1s a subdrrect product of prrmrtrve algebras i? such that w is 
k-algebrarc over the image 2 of A m ii;, and since T = C,(A) maps into T = 
CR(A), it suffices then to show the corollary in the primrtrve case. By theorem 1, 
erther R = Fk, , where F 1s a field, and k, < k, or T = 2. In the former case, 
R will satrsfy rdentrcally the relations [x1 , x2 , , x&j = 0. Consequently 
[b, x11, %,*.*, xzlc] = 0 In the latter case, [a, xr] = 0 forces [[a, xi], xa , ., xzrJ =O. 
COROLLARY 2 Let R be any algebra over a rzng @ wzth assumption (H). If R as 
k-algebraic over A, and ;f the przmitive images of the algebra R do not satifly 
standard zdentataes of degree lower than 2(k + l), then all primitive ideals of R will 
contract to przmztzve ideals of A, and the commutators [a, x], a E T, x E R, are 
zn J = J(R). 
Proof Let _P be a primitive ideal of R. Then R/j’ is k-algebraic over 
A i- _pi_ M A/A n p. By Theorem 1, A/A n _P N R + _pi_ is primrtrve, if, 
and only if, A n p is a prrmrtrve ideal of A. Also smce T maps mto T + _pi_p, 
a IS central in R/_P From this [a, x] E n BP prlrmtlve = J 
3. PRIME ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this sectron R will denote a prime algebra over a rmg @ verifying 
(H)‘. We shall extend the results about T = C,(A) to the present context, 
and will leave the primeness of the subalgebra A for the following section. We 
begm with the case where 2 = Z(R) h as no divisors of zero on R (i e , ax = 0 
or xa = 0, wrth a = 0 m Z? imply x = 0) By Corollary 1 to Property 3, 
2 1s then a commutatrve subalgebra preserved under quasr-inner auto- 
morphisms. 
LEMMA 2 (Herstem) Let U be a commutative subalgebra consistzng entirely 
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of nonzero &visors on R, and preserved under quasa-inner automorphzsms. If 
x E R and a E U are such that x and ax are quusa-regular, then [a, x] = 0. 
Proof We have (1 + x)a(l -+ x)-r = a, E U and (1 + ax)a(l + ax)-l = 
a2 E U By the assumptian, [a, aI] = [a, a21 = 0 Suppose [a, X] # 0. Wrote 
(I) a + xa = (I + x)62 = al( 1 + x) = a, + a,x, 
(ii) a + uxa = (1 + ax)u = a,(1 + ax) = az + a+ 
Multiply (I) on the left by a and subtract the new equatron from (11) This gtves 
(iii) a2 - a = (ual - 6z.J + (ua, - a,u)x 
Then 
0 = [u2 - a, a] = [au1 - a2, a] + [(aa, - aza)x, u] 
= [(aal - a,a)x, a] 
= [ual - a2a, a]x + (au, - u2a) [x, a] 
= (ual - u2a) [x, a] 
Smce (aal - aaa) E U and [x, a] # 0, au, = a,u necessarily, meaning in 
virtue of Eq. (in), that a(u - 1) = u2 - a = ua, - u2 = u,a - a2 = a,(a - I). 
From this ua = a Then ua, = a,u = a2 gives a = a,, so, by (I), ax = xa, 
We must conclude that x was commuting with a. 
PROPOSITION 4. If S? has no divisors of zero on R, then either T C Z OY A 
satisfies the standard identity of degree 2k, where R is a prime algebra. 
Proof. If J = 0 we get by Corollary 1 to Theorem 1, [[T, xi], xa , .., x&J = 0, 
If, on the other hand, J # 0, then applying Lemma 2 to 8, we see that for any 
x E J and a E 3?, [x, a] = 0 From this #’ centralizes the ideal J # 0. As is 
well known and easy, m the prime case, this forces S’ to be contained in Z. 
Consequently T C 2, whence [[T, xl], x2 ,..., x&J = 0 
By a result of KovacG (extended to the prime case) either [T, R] C 2 or R 
will satisfy the standard identity of degree 2k In the former case, since Z C T, 
T is then a Lie ideal. By a well-known result, either T C Z or T contains a 
nonzero ideal. In the latter case, since R is prime, we get R = 2 We conclude 
that T _C 2 necessarily. With this the proposrtion is proved. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a przme algebra over a ring dj wzth assumption (H)‘. 
If R is k-algebraic ovey the subalgebra A, then one of the followang properties hold, 
1 The extension 1s via polynom& rmgs and ultrafilters as this was pomted out to us 
by L. Rowen 
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(I) TCZ 
(11) R = Kc0 , where F zs an algebraic jield, k,, < k, k,, > 1. 
(111) R zs an Integral domain satzsfying the standard identzty of degree 2k. 
Proof There are two cases 
Case 1. ti has drvrsors of zero on R Smce S 1s a subalgebra of the prime 
algebra R preserved under the quasi-inner automorphrsms, Z must contam 
a square-zero element By Property 4, R must contain an r-algebraic right 
ideal. By Property 5, R has nonzero socle. Therefore R is a primitive algebra. 
By Theorem 1, d (1) does not hold, R must be of the form (ii). 
Case 2. 2 has no drvrsors of zero on R. If T $2, then by Proposrtion 4, 
R must satisfy the standard identity of degree 2k. If then R 1s an integral domain 
we get (in). It remains to show that If R 1s not an integral domain, rt must be of 
the form (ii). In fact R is then an order in DnO = R, where D 1s a division 
algebra, n, > 1, and i? = R 2-l If then we could prove that 2 is a subfield 
of R we would get R = DnO , and the result would follow again from Theorem 1. 
In fact let e be a nontrrvral rdempotent of w. Write e = fzi’, f; z, E R; 2. 
We have e2 = e = fa 2;’ = f,z;l, whence f a = fq, . From this f 3 = f 2zo = 
fzo2, ., f n+r = fz,,” Let g(t) = tT - tr-l p(t), and let x E 2. We have g(fx) = 
fry -frtl,%f+l P(f.2) =fz;-lxT - aof~oTy+l - 4 fz;+lxT+2- ,fq(+-l- 
ao(z,x>c - c+$$+1 - ) = (fz)g(z,+)(z,,z)-l. Let then a E T with a # 2. 
There must be e = e2 E i? such that [a, e] f 0 Choose g = gz,zo,a(t) E 8, , 
where ae%, Y > 1, 1s such that [a, g(fx)] = 0 We get 0 = [a, g(fx)] = 
[a, (f~)g(w)(q,~)-ll = [aa, fl (q&,~)). Now If [a, f I = 0, then [a, f%?l = 
[a, f]z;’ = 0 forces [a, e] = 0 We must agree that [a, f] # 0. Since 
.zOg(z,,z) E 2 rt follows that z,g(zG) = 0, equivalently g(+z) = (zsz)r - 
(z+~+~ p(z,,z) = 0. F rom this .a,+ IS invertible, whence x 1s Invertible. There- 
fore 2 must be a field, which completes the proof 
We wish now to show that an algebra of the form (m) must satisfy the property 
T _C 2. We do this for @ = Z, but the more general case where di 1s a finitely 
generated rmg will also work We will use the f<!!?xxr*ng result, proved m 
[4, Lemma 51 
LEMMA 3 (Chacron-Herstem-Montgomery). Let F > F, be a pair of fields, 
let U be a subring of F, and suppose that fog each x E F, x = u . z:, with u E U, 
z E F, , and u such that gu(u) E F,, , where g, E &@). If F # F,, , ezther F zs purely 
inseparable over F,, OY F is algebrazc over a$nite$eld In both cases F ts then radical 
over F,, (zn the sense that xn(@ E F,), all x E F. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a prime rzng If R is k-algebrazc over a subving A 
( i.e , xx - xlc+l *p=(x) E A, &c(t), a polynomial with integer coeficients), tither 
T=C,(A)=ZO~R=F,~, where k, < k, and F an algebraically prame jield. 
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Proof. In view of Thearem 2, all we need to show is that if R is a PI mtegral 
domain, then necessarily % C 2. We show this by induction on the dimension 
of the division rmg R = R . Z-1. 
Let a f &? and suppose that a $2. Then a $2(R) = 2 . Z-r. Let x 6 Z, 
x E R. Smce x ~6 Z, by the Cartar-Brauer-Hua theorem, the uxu-1 will generate 
R. Because a # Z, there exists u such that [a, MXZ+] # 0. Write UXU-~ = ZJ z-l, 
v E R, z E 2. We have [a, ZJX-~] = [a, ~]a-” # 0, so [a, 7.~1 f 0. Let R, = Z(a, n> 
be the subalgebra of R generated by Z, a, and u. The division algebra of quotients 
is precisely R,,Z;l = .&, , where 2, is the center of R, . If thus division algebra 
RO has dimension < dim R, then by the mductron step, smce a E R, n X(R), 
a E 2(-R,) would force a E Z, , so av = vu, a contradiction. This shows that 
& has dunension at least equal to dim R over its center Z, . Smce ZZ R, . 
Z C $ , whence R, = R necessarily. 
Let F = CR(V) and set _F, = Z Evidently F = C,(v) Z--l. For each y E U = 
C,(v), there is g(t) = g,,,(t) E 6, such that [a,g(y)] = 0, where P 3 1 is 
chosen such that a E Xr . Then g(y) E C,(v) r‘l C,(a) = Z,, . However, since 
R, * 2;” = R, Z, C Z (in fact Z,, = Z), consequently g(y) E Z By Lemma 3, 
F is radical over Z. Therefore un E Z. It follows that (ux&)” = (V * z-l)& E Z, 
whence zn E Z, all x $ Z. From this R is radical over Z. By a theorem 
of Kaplansky, R = Z, so R = Z, a contradiction. We must conclude that a was 
necessarily in 2, thereby proving the theorem. 
Going back to the general ground rmg @, we derive the following result 
from Theorem 2 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a semiprime algebra over a ring @ wzth property (H)‘. 
If R is k-algebraic over a subalgebra A, thenfor T = C,(A), [[T, x1] x2,..., x&j = 0, 
all x, E R Equivalently let a be an element of R with the property that for 4 jixed 
integer k, a commutes with each element x to u polynomial expression g(x) = 
%k _ %li+l . p(x), dependzng on a and x, where p zs a polynozomial over Cp. Thepz 
&, xll~ x2, *‘, %k] = 0. 
Proof The first part is obtamed by a routine subdirect representation 
argument using Theorem 2. For the second part, observe that if B is the sub- 
algebra generated by the g(x)‘s x rangmg over R, then evrdently R is k-algebraic 
over B and a E C,(B) = T(B). 
4. A PI THEOREM 
This section wrll serve two purposes. First the contraction oE the pnme 
ideals of R to the subalgebra A will be studied. Next the expansion of the 
possible polynomials identities on A to R will be studied. Until we come to 
the latter study assumption (H) will be sufficient. We will also assume a fact 
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evidently true for prime algebras, nameIy, for any a! E @, if 01 is a zero divisor 
on R, then OJi = 0. 
Trivrally, rf x, b E R are such that x2 = 0 and x6 = 0, then for any n > 1, 
(x + 6)” = 6% + ban-lx. We proceed to 
LEMMA 4. Let Q, x E R be a pair of square-zero elements. If aAa = 0, then 
xux and uxu generate k + 2-algebraz’c right ideuls. 
Proof. Let y E R, let x1 = xyx, and let b = xyxu = xlu. We have xl2 = 0 
and x,b = 0. Then (x1 + b)” = b” + bn-lxl , all n 2 1. Choose p, such that 
yl = (xl + b)” - (x1 + b)7c+L 3p(xl + b) E A. We have yr = b” + b”-lxl - 
&b”+* + bkx,) - 01,(b”+2 + b&+1 xr) - . . . Since uyru = 0 and b%z = 
(x&%-z = 0, all ~b, we get 0 = ab”-lxlu - %ub’cx,u - alub”+lx,a - . 
~ultlpli~at~on on the left by xl gives IJ”+l = xlu * b”%,u = ~x~ab~x~u + 
ol,x,ub”*lxlu + ..a = aobk+2 + ,lbz+3 + *.* = bk+2p,(b). Now b = xyxu gives 
(xuxY)~+~ = (xu)b”(xy), all 1~. From this, (xax~)~+~ = (x~xy)~+sp~(xaxy), all 
y E R. Thus xax generates a k + 2-algebraic right ideal. 
Now to the one generated by axa. Let y E R. We have (a~a)~ = 0 and (aycz) 
A(uyu) = 0. If x, = x + XC.2 I , a, = aya, then again x2 = 0 and x(x& = 0. 
As before rf p, = p IS such that x1” - x:+” 1 pzX(xl) E A, then axr”a = 
a(x~,)~-~xa = axzilp(x,)a = ~~~a(xar)~xu + ~+(xa,)~+rxa + ***. Multiphcatron 
on the left by xay and on the right by ya will give x~~(xa,)“-~xa, = (~a,)“+~ = 
cQ(xu))“+3 + al(Xal)“+* + -0 . If b = xa, = xaya, then (a(xuy)>n+l = a((xuy)a) 
xay = abnxuy, all n From thus (u(x~y))“+~ = ub”+2xuy = ~(u(~uy))~f* + ** = 
(~(x~y))~~p((uxu) y}. Th ere f ore axa generates an algebraic right rdeal. 
LEMMA 5. Let R be a prime algebra. Let a E R be such that ava = 0, fm all 
square zero elements v belonging to each ml raght zdeal. If R has some nonzero nzl 
raght ideal, a = 0 necessarily. 
Proof. Let Q be a nonzero ml right ideal. Let x, y E %? wrth xy = 0. For 
any n E R, yvx E 3 and (y~x)” = 0. By the assumptron ayvxa = 0. From this 
ay = 0 or xu = 0. Let now x E Q and suppose that axa # 0. Let n be the 
least integer such that xna = 0. (The existence of such an integer 1s ensured 
by the fact that x is mlpotent.) We have x+l(xa) = 0. Smce both x1 = x+r 
and yI = xa are m 9 this gives xn-%z = 0, contrary to the choice of ‘pt, or 
axa = 0. We must agree that axa = 0, all x E 9. Then {a9)2 = 0. It follows 
that a92 = 0, Now for any u E R, u9 1s also a nil rxght ideal. So as before au9 = 0, 
all u E R. Smce 59 # 0 we conclude that a = 0 necessarily. 
PROPOSITION 5. If R zs a sen@&me algebra without r-ulgebraz’c quadratic 
ideuls eRe, e = 8 # 0, theta A is sem~p~rne~ py~~ded @ has no dtvisors of zero 
on R mod&o the .zero operutorsS 
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Proof. First suppose that R contains some nonzero nil right ideal r For 
any a E R with aAa = 0 and a2 = 0, if v IS a square-zero elements of 9, then 
by Lemma 4, acua generates a k + 2-algebrarc right ideal Y1 . Since u E J, 
Yr C J follows, whence Y1 1s ml with index k + 2. By the semrprimeness of p;1, 
Yr = 0 follows. Consequently ava = 0, all square zero elements of F. By 
Lemma 5, a = 0 follows. It 1s now easy to show that A 1s semrprime. 
Next suppose that R has no nil right ideals Let x E A wrth x2 = 0. By Lemma 
4, xax generates an algebraic right ideal of index < k + 3 By the assumption, 
xax = 0 necessarily. Let u, v be any pair of elements of R such that vv = 8. 
Since ~yti IS a square-zero element vy~avyzl = 0. From thus (u~vG)~ = 0, 
whence (yuau)” = 0, all y E R. It follows uav = 0. 
Given any element x of R, we have g&x) = xk - xk+l p(x) E A. Thea 
a(x” - x’“+l p(x))u = 0. We show now that ax is r&potent T to begin with, 
the relation axa = 0 gives ax x = 0, so axax = 0 By inductron, ax* = 
gives (ax>A = 0. Let us choose, say, p = 01~ + art% + C+Z + olat%, 121 < 
“z < n3 , ol,R # 0. We have axk(l - x(E,, + tirxfi~ +- 01ax% + a5cn3))u = 0. From 
thus ax”@ - x(~s + ~rx% + zaxnz + a,x%)a = 0. From as = 0 follows 
@x%x(% + ollx% + 01~x+.). Repeatmg we see that ux%xax%(olt + ~~%-%)a = 0. 
Again, we get axkuxax%(~Zxnz-n~)u = 0. Since azR # 0, 01~ is a nonzero divisor 
on R so ax7%zx ax%x%-%a = 0. Consequently (~x)~(~x)(~~)~z(~) = 0, and ax 
1s nilpotent, all x E R. Since R has no nil right ideals, a = 0 follows, and the 
proposition 1s proved. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a pmme algebra over a ring oi satisfying (H): If R is 
k-algebraac over a subalgebra A, then one of the following assertions is true. 
(I) A zs przme. 
611) R = Fk, > where F is an algebraic field, and where k, < k. 
Proof. If R contams some quadratic r-algebraic Ideal eRe, e = e2 + 0, 
then R must have a socle. It follows that R IS prrmitive, and the theorem follows 
from Theorem 2. If, on the other hand, R has no r-algebrarc quadratic ideals, 
then by Proposmon 5, A must be semiprune. Now suppase aAb = 0 with 
a, b E A. We have abAab C aAb = 0. By the semiprimeness of A, ab = 0. 
Let a, = bxu. We get a, 2 = 0 and a,Aa, = 0 By the nature of the semr- 
prrmeness of A, bxu = 0 all x E R. Since R is prime, a = 0 or b = 0 follows. 
COROLLARY 1. If R has no primitive images of R satzsfying standard zde&aes 
of degree lower than 2k f I, then the prime ideals of R wzll contract to prime 
adeals of A. 
Thrs corollary 1s immediate corollary to Theorem 5. We proceed to the PI 
case. MTe follow the pattern of the proof of [3] or [13]. 
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THEOREM 6 Let R be a prime algebra over a rmg @ with (H)‘. If R is k- 
algebrazc over a PI saving A satisfyi~ an iderstity of Agree d, thm R satis$es a 
standard identity of degree max (2k, d). 
Proof. By Theorem 5, R IS a prime algebra. If the centralizer 2’ of A in R 
is not contained on the center Z of R, then in virtue of Theorem 2, R satisfies 
the standard identity of degree 2k. Now d T C 2, we get that the center 2, of 
the algebra A 1s precisely 2 n A. In this case we must prove that R will satisfy 
the standard identrty of degree d. First, since A is a prime algebra we get that A 
will satisfy the standard identity of degree d In the higher commutator [ar , .., aa] 
where the as’s are m A, rf we replace the a,‘s by linear combmations of elements 
of A with coefficrents in 2 (or in ;2), we will get usmg Z-multdmeanty a sum of 
general term cr,e, ,& t b, ,.-., bJ where the b,“s are again in A. This shows 
that the subalgebra A, generated by Z and A does satisfy the standard identrty 
of degree d. Smce A, 1s again prrme and with center precisely 2, without loss 
of generality A has this property. Summanzmg, we have a PI prime subalgebra 
kl of R with center precisely 2 = Z(R). Th e rest of the argumentatron 1s routme. 
We give rt for completron. Localmng R with respect to 2 (and smce 2 1s the 
center of the prime PI algebra A, 2 # 0) we get a prime algebra R m which 
sots the subalgebra 2 = AZ-l, which is a simple ~mte-d~e~sional algebra 
with center 2 2-l = Z = Z(R). Then a = 2 &CR@). However, CR(A) = 
CR(x) . Z-r = C,(A) . Z-l = 2 Z-l = Z. Thus R w A 0~ Z M .& and i?, 
whence R, must satrsfy the standard identity of degree d since in fact a satisfies 
that rdentrty Wrth this the theorem is proved. 
A routme subdrrect representatron argument gives 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a semajprame algebra over a ring @ wzth (H)‘. If R zs 
k-algebraic over a PI subalgebra A with an identzty of degree d, then R zs PI wzth 
an identzty of degree max(2k, d). 
We proceed to an mstance where the whole rmg R ~$11 be PI. The result wrll 
be of independent interest. 
COROLLARY 2 Let R be any algebra over a mg Cp wzth (H)‘. Let lJ, be the 
subalgebra generated by the elements x of one of the following forms. 
(i) x = @, where u is mEpotent; 
(Ii) x is aever ~-~geb~azc, r = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
If 72, is PI, #aen so must be R. 
Proof. First we show that R 1~ k-algebrarc over U, . In fact let a E R. If a 
is mlpotent we can take the polynomial g,(t) = tk. IX a IS of the form (II), we 
can take gaff) = 8” agam (for a E U, nnphes evrdently a7e E 77%) If finally a IS 
r-algebrarc for some Y, we get ar = a’+l p(a). From thrs (a - a2pfa)y = 0, 
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so (a - asp(u)k E A, and ga(t) = (t - ta *P(P))” = P - tr-tl pr(t) w:ll do 
This shows that R is indeed k-algebraic over U, . We can then quote Corollary 1 
to get that R 1s PI modulo its prime radical N. Smce N is ml, z& E U, , all 
u E iV. Thus N is PI thought off as a ring. As is easy and well known If R has an 
ideal I such that both R/I and I are PI, then R must be PI, and the corollary 1s 
now proved 
Can we always estabhsh the polynomial identity on the whole rmg R once 
we know that the subalgebra A is PI, and how close will be these identities? 
We showed that this is mdeed true for A = U, and rt is easy to make an estimate 
on the bound of the identity we derived on R. In this direction, to answer m 
the affirmative the question rt suffices that m general if R is a nil algebra, which 
is k-algebraic over a PI subalgebra A, then u7u E A for all nilpotent elements, 
so that if A has an identity of degree d, then R ~111 have an identity of degree 
not exceedmg k . max(2k, d). 
When the k-algebrarcrty assumes the special form (1) (x2 - xZb P,~(z) E A, 
rt is trivial to get indeed a? E A for all nilpotents x (Note that if k = I or if 
A = 0 (or an ideal), the form (i) is the most general). But m the general case a 
method for “growing” the residual term xSL p”(x) IS lacking (even when 
A =Z). 
5. A GENERALIZED COMWTATIVITY THEOREM 
We recall the condition (C) cited at the begmnmg of this paper: 
CONDITION (C). For each pair a and b, there exist g,.b = g and h,,, = h E b, 
(dqending on a and 6) such that [g(u), h(b)] = 0. 
Trivially all k-algebraic algebras R or, more generally, k-algebraic extensions 
R of commutative CD-rings A, satisfy (C). Our task will be here to get the same 
conclusron as appearing m Corollary 1 to Theorem 6 for the special case A 
commutative, namely, R will satisfy modulo its prime radical the standard 
rdentrty of degree max(2k, 2) = 2k. The followmg lemma 1s shown m [2, 
Lemma 91 
LEMMA 6 (Chacron and Herstem). Let R be any algebra Let & be a set of 
polynomials ovw the ground ring, and suppose that for each a, b E R there are 
g, h E CR such that [g(a), h(b)] = 0. Let a and x be such that x and ax are quasi- 
regular, and CR(a) wtth no divisors of zero on R. Then [x, g(h(a))] = 0 for some 
g, h E 8 depending on x and a. 
PROPOSITION 6. If R is a primitive algebra satisfying (C) aver a rzng @ satis- 
fy*ng (H), then R has one of the following forms. 
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(I) R zs a$eld; 
(4 R = &, , where F is an algebraic$eld, and k, < k. 
Proof. First suppose that R is a division ring. By Lemma 6, R = G&$(R), 
and by Property 3, %’ whence R, must be commutative. Therefore R IS a field. 
Next suppose that R = D, , where D 1s a drvrsron algebra. If n > k, then R 
must contain a mlpotent element a of index exactly k + 1. Given any x E R, 
letg, h E 6, be such that [g(a), h(b)] = 0. We haveg(a) = arc - ag+l . p,(a)=ak, 
since aLi = 0. Thus [ak, h&b)] = 0, all b E R, with h depending on a and b 
This means that aL E Zk Smce n was strrctly larger than k, m view of Theorem 1, 
ar ~2 (see the proof or set A = the subalgebra generated by the h,,,(b), b 
ranging over R, and observe that a E T = C,(A)), whrle R IS k-algebrarc 
over A). Since a was nilpotent a k = 0 follows, contrary to the index of a 
This shows that n < k necessarrly. Now to the ground algebra D. If n = 1 
we know already that R must be a field. Suppose that n > 1. We wrll give an 
argument using Just the existence of a nontrivial idempotent e # 0, 1, m the 
presence of the prrmeness of R. Smce e 1s not central there must be an rdem- 
potent f wrth [e, f] # 0 Let h E 2. By the basic property (C) applied on Xe 
and Xf we can find p, , pa E @[t] such that [(he)” - (he)*+l * p,(Ae), (iif)” - 
@f)“+l Mf >I = 0 N ow the members of this commutator are, respectively, 
(X” - X*+lp(A)e and (h” - h”+p,(A))f It follows that (Xk - X”+l pr(X)) 
(P - A”+l p,(A)) [e,f] = 0 S mce [e, f] # 0, but (h’” - X++i p,(h)) (A”--h”+r 
p,(h)) E 2 we get the equation (hL - h”+l p,(h)) (Xk - hL+l p,(h)) = 0 telling 
us that X 1s k%lgebrarc over @. Therefore 2 is an algebraic field (or (0) in the 
most general prime case) On the other hand since the drvisron subalgebra 
D of D, inherits evidently (C), D = 2 = F necessarily, and F IS an algebraic 
field as desired. 
We go back to the given prrmrtrve algebra R Knowing that (C) 1s mherrted 
by subalgebras and homomorphrsms, and, by the above, that (C) imposed on D, 
forces n < k, we get by a routme density argument that R = D, wrth D a 
division algebra, and n < k If n = 1 we get by the above that R must be a 
field, and rf n # 1, that D has the desired form, which completes the proof. 
An easy corollary to Proposition 6 IS the 
COROLLARY 1 If R as a semmmple algebra saksfying (C), then R satasjies the 
standard zdentzty of degree 2k, where the ground rzng @ zs with (H). 
Playing off Corollary 1 and Lemma 6 let us now show 
PROPOSITION 7. Let R be an zntegral domain over a rmg @ with (H)‘. If R 
satzsfes (C), then R satzsjies the standard identity of degree 2k 
Proof. Suppose that J = 0. The result follows from Corollary 1 to Proposr- 
tron 6 Suppose on the other hand that J # 0. By Lemma 6, J C A?$. By 
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Corollary 1 to Property 3, J is commutatrve. From thus the prrme algebra R IS 
commutatrve. In both cases R will satisfy the standard identity of degree 2k, 
and the propositron is proved. 
We come now to the final theorem of the paper. 
THEOREM 7. Let R be a prim.e algebra over a rzng @ wzth (H)‘. If R has property 
(C), then R zs of one of the folZowzng forms. 
(I) R is a @field; 
(I:) R = FL, , where F is an algebraic$eld, and k, < k; 
(ill) R zs an integral domain satisfying the standard identzty of degree 2k. 
Proof There are two cases. 
Case 1. R has divisors of zero We shall then prove that (11) holds neces- 
sarrly Tnrs ~111 be Indeed true if we could prove that R has a socle, for then R 
is prrmrtrve, so Proposition 6 wrll apply Smce the prime ring R has divrsors of 
zero it must contam a square-zero element a f 0. Let x E R, and let y = a + ax. 
We have yn = (ax)% + (ax”-l)a, all n > 1. Choose g, , g, E 8, such that 
[gl( y), gz(ax)] = 0. W’rrte g, = t” - thfl(ol, + 9 + d,&), g2 = tL - tk+l x 
(PO + + ,&t*). Observe that g,(y) = (ax)* + (ax)&--la - aO((ax)TC+l + 
(ax)“a)) + a-* = g,(ax) + &((ax)a), where Jr (axa) - (a&la - tis(m)“a - * 
Now evrdently [gI(ax), gz(ax)] = 0, while &axa) g&ax) = 0, since a2 = 0. 
Therefore 0 = kd Y), gk41 = M(44, g&41 = g&N A(Ma = g&4 x 
&((ax)a)x = ((ax)k - (axjrc+l * p,(ax))). ((ax)& - (ax)“+’ pJax))> = (ax)2k - 
(a.z)26+1 . p,(ax). From this a generates a 2k-algebraic rrght Ideal It follows 
m view of (H)‘, whence (H), that R has a socle as desired 
Case 2. R is an mtegral domain. Here we quote Proposrtron 7, which 
grves (rir). The theorem 1s proved. 
COROLLARY 1 If R zs a semiprime algebra over a ring CD satisfying (C), then 
R satis$es the standard zdentity of degree 2k, where @ zs with (H)‘. 
This corollary is obtained by a routme subdrrect representation argument. 
Even when (C) assumes the specral form [a” - a3k p?(a), 62 - bSL * pz”(a)] ~0, 
a method for growing the resrdual terms to get lak, b”] = 0 for, at least, the 
mlpotents a and b 1s lackmg, unless of course k = 1. This makes the ml rings 
with (C) not, for our present techniques, decidable. We close with the particular 
case where Q, = Z (and the more general case where Sp 1s finitely generated IS 
sufficrent) . 
COROLLARY 2. If R is a prime rzng, in which, for each pazr a and b, [gl(a), 
gz(b)] = 0, where g, , g, = tk’ - tk+l * p,(t), Ed - t”+l pa(t) are poEynomzaZs with 
integer coe@czents depending on a and b, k > 1 fixed, then either R is commutative 
OP R = Fk, , where F zs an algebraically prime Jield, and where k, < k. 
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Proof. In view of Theorem 7, all we need to show is that d R IS as m (ui) of 
that theorem, then R must be commutative We prove the commutatrvity by 
induction on the drmensron of the drvrsron rmg of quotients i? = RZ-l. Let 
a E R Suppose that for no p(t) EZ[~], 2 - ak+l *p(u) would be m 2 Now 
CR(U) = C,(a) z-1 f R-, and smce It contains z in its center, rt must be of 
lower dimension. Smce CR(a) is evidently the division ring of quotrents of CR(a), 
and since C,(a) mherrts (C), we get by the induction step that CR(U) 1s a maxrmal 
subfield Repeating for g(u) = uk - uk+r p(u), we get CE(g(a)) maximal as a 
subfield. From this C,(g(u)) = CR(~), all g(t). Then C,(g(u)) = C,(a), all 
g(t). Grven x E R, we have [gi(x), g,(u)] = 0 Consequently [gr(x), a] = 0 
This shows that a E Zk(R) I n view of theorem, Sk 2 2, so a E 2, a contradrction. 
We must conclude that R 1s k-algebraic over Its center By (H)‘, R 1s commutative, 
provmg thereby the theorem. 
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